New market pleases with wide range of specialty products

By Amy Schmisseur  Staff Writer

Name: Whole Foods Market
Location: 650 Ponce de Leon Ave. N
HOURS: 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily
Breakfast: 8 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
Website: www.wholefoods.com
Stars: ✪✪✪✪✪ out of 5

Whole foods, whole people, whole planet. The Whole Foods Market has opened its sixth store in the Atlanta area with great success. Opening weekend was packed with a live band and numerous food vendors giving away their wares. Now, the entrance is surrounded with flowers and potted bonsai plants.

Produce range from mainstream apples and oranges to cipollini onions and clementines. With eleven different types of citrus fruit and over 100 different fruits and vegetables, everyone is sure to love experimenting. The strawberries are as large as small apples and quite appetizing. (There is a stand with free strawberries and blueberries!)

Behind the produce section is a glass-encased seafood counter, larger than the deli at either Publix or Kroger. It offers massamesalmon and halibut filets and the more exotic octopus and shark. The M Yale’d milk is cheaper than at other local grocery stores, though in other sectors their prices may seem a little higher. Their selection of frozen meats is about half a dollar per pound higher than most. This is mainly due to the strict standards required of their vendors— their meat and poultry is “raised humanly without the use of artificial growth hormones, antibiotics or animal by-products in their feed.”

The aisles are filled with seemingly normal grocery items, some prices high, some prices low, but everything is organic and nothing is genetically engineered. There is a large section devoted to sushi supplies, many aromatic bins of coffee beans, and almost as many international chocolate bars as there is world.

Cleaning products and all-natural pet supplies also make cameos. The cheese and wine selection is varied and broad, and the store’s deli is rivaled by no others. From berykai sushi warm salad to sushi, this massive deli is hit. All the wait here may cause some annoyance, but the food return makes a strong appeal for forgiveness.

A hot bar, salad bar, olive bar and brick oven lead to the cafe. The price per pound is very reasonable and the made-to-order pizza delicious.

Café

The ambiance was lively and the service energetic. A bulletin board with customer comments and their responses (much like Brittan) graces one wall, while historical pictures of Atlanta surround the antechamber to adequate, clean bathrooms.
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Madstone: a unique movie experience

By Andrew Saulters / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Madstone Theaters is opening a new location in Sandy Springs next Friday. The theater will specialize in independent, foreign and classic films. They will also offer nonstandard amenities such as liquor and pastries.

Madstone Parkside stands alone with its blend of independent, foreign and classic films. They believe society is only beginning to discover.
In which Mr. Squirrel offers profound advice.

NONSENSE! ONLY A NUT WOULD BELIEVE SUCH BS! YOU MUST PICTURE YOUR GOAL AND GO FOR IT NEVER CEASING UNTIL THAT PICTURE BECOMES REALITY!

So, what's her major?

TEXTILE ENGINEERING

Mama! Picture rug burns?
sandwiches, plus the traditional movie-fare, will be served at the theater’s café.

4. Personal Trailer
Before every film a walking and talking human being will give welcoming remarks and background on the film about to be viewed.

5. Conciierge
Need dinner reservations? A film synopsis or recommendation? There’s a person dedicated to solving your problems.

6. Membership
Pay a yearly fee and receive reduced-price tickets, sneak screenings and special promotions.

To introduce themselves to the public, Madstone will be holding a free movie weekend starting Friday, April 18th. Movies like Amelie, Pulp Fiction and Atonement are on the schedule. For free tickets and a full schedule, head to www.madstonetheaters.com.

“We’re thrilled to be opening in Atlanta,” Seelig commented. “The Madstone Parkside gives Atlantans a unique new gathering spot to enjoy the best in cinema and the most engaging discussion panels, benefits and other unique film events. Atlanta film lovers deserve a wonderful experience and setting for their favorite films, and there’s no better place to do that than at Madstone.”

Madstone’s theater is located at 5920 Roswell Road in the Parkside Shopping Center.

By Joey Katzen
Staff Writer

Technique Crossword: Back to Basics III

Across
1. ___ Lanka
2. Tomorrow, to Pedro
3. “I am miserable”
4. Nobel economics winner John
5. Sardinian sheep
6. Adroit
7. Swain predecessor
8. Born
9. Dazzling
10. Narnia chronicler
11. A turtle
12. Amazing tale
13. Motive or matic lead-in
14. Until-then
15. Norwegian composer Johan
16. Foamy crest
17. Austrian composer Antonio
18. VEGitarian staples, for short
19. Bipolar disorder
20. Between Pierre and Marie
21. It makes perfect, supposedly
22. Deep sea
23. Quantum jump
24. Baby dump
25. Pen name for Longfellow
26. Wife of Pericles
27. H20 molecules
28. Sm有助
29. ___ a wrap
30. Vegetarian staples, for short
31. Birthright seller
32. Close to the fuselage
33. It makes perfect, supposedly
34. Making a profit
35. T eaching degree
36. Fringe benefit
37. Smoldering coals
38. ___ a wrap
39. Best of the best
40. Third hour, canonically
41.___ a wrap
42.___ a wrap
43. Fertility god
44.___ a wrap
45. ___ a wrap
46. ___ a wrap
47. ___ a wrap
48. ___ a wrap
49. ___ a wrap
50. ___ a wrap
51. ___ a wrap
52. ___ a wrap
53. ___ a wrap
54. ___ a wrap
55. ___ a wrap
56. ___ a wrap
57. ___ a wrap
58. ___ a wrap
59. ___ a wrap
60. ___ a wrap
61. ___ a wrap
62. ___ a wrap
63. ___ a wrap
64. ___ a wrap
65. ___ a wrap
66. ___ a wrap
67. ___ a wrap
68. ___ a wrap
69. ___ a wrap
70. ___ a wrap
71. ___ a wrap
72. ___ a wrap
73. ___ a wrap
74. ___ a wrap
75. ___ a wrap
76. ___ a wrap
77. ___ a wrap
78. ___ a wrap
79. ___ a wrap
80. ___ a wrap

Down
1. Ignore as a socialite
2. Raise hell
3. ___ a wrap
4. As much as nothing
5. To inquire
6. Aeneas’ tale
7. ___ a wrap
8. The present occasion
9. Depressive anxiety
10. Adjective modifier
11. A margin of freedom
12. A monologue
13. A comic strip
14. ___ a wrap
15. ___ a wrap
16. ___ a wrap
17. ___ a wrap
18. ___ a wrap
19. ___ a wrap
20. ___ a wrap
21. ___ a wrap
22. ___ a wrap
23. ___ a wrap
24. ___ a wrap
25. ___ a wrap
26. ___ a wrap
27. ___ a wrap
28. ___ a wrap
29. ___ a wrap
30. ___ a wrap
31. ___ a wrap
32. ___ a wrap
33. ___ a wrap
34. ___ a wrap
35. ___ a wrap
36. ___ a wrap
37. ___ a wrap
38. ___ a wrap
39. ___ a wrap
40. ___ a wrap
41. ___ a wrap
42. ___ a wrap
43. ___ a wrap
44. ___ a wrap
45. ___ a wrap
46. ___ a wrap
47. ___ a wrap
48. ___ a wrap
49. ___ a wrap
50. ___ a wrap
51. ___ a wrap
52. ___ a wrap
53. ___ a wrap
54. ___ a wrap
55. ___ a wrap
56. ___ a wrap
57. ___ a wrap
58. ___ a wrap
59. ___ a wrap
60. ___ a wrap
61. ___ a wrap
62. ___ a wrap
63. ___ a wrap
64. ___ a wrap
65. ___ a wrap
66. ___ a wrap
67. ___ a wrap
68. ___ a wrap
69. ___ a wrap
70. ___ a wrap
71. ___ a wrap
72. ___ a wrap
73. ___ a wrap
74. ___ a wrap
75. ___ a wrap
76. ___ a wrap
77. ___ a wrap
78. ___ a wrap
79. ___ a wrap
80. ___ a wrap

Solutions on page 25
Our crossword writer is graduating this semester, and we need a replacement. If you are interested in creating the crossword puzzle each week, please e-mail us at entertainment@technique.gatech.edu.
LiveList

The Earl (458 Flat Shoals Ave.)
(404) 522-3950
www.theearl.com
4/13 Dinalo/Zeitame
4/12 The Postal Service/Ces
4/11 Wesley Williams Angry Atom
4/12 Kal Hee/Light Caliber/Luna H哨
4/13 The Bigoger/The 4 Shames
4/12 Battle Server/Smagged
4/22 Angels of Light/Dovendra Baanhart
4/21 M acury Program/Rizzudo/Black Love

Star Bar (437 Moreland Ave.)
(404) 681-9418
www.starbar.net
4/17 Buzzsawyer/Grayson Manor
4/15 Thad Cockrell/Grand Fury
4/12 Bitch

Smith's Old Bar (1580 Piedmont Ave.)
(404) 875-1522
www.smithsoldebar.com
4/15 Tishamingo/Tonohoney
4/12 The Grounds/Grace Brain & D. D. E.
4/11 Smoking Section/Brain Sofer
4/10 Tishamingo/Tonohoney
4/11 Tishamingo/Tonohoney
4/12 Bitch
4/10 Tishamingo/Tonohoney
4/11 Smoking Section/Brain Sofer

Stone's Olde Bar (559 Dutch Valley Rd.)
(404) 892-4111
www.onemidtownkitchen.com
4/13 Scoop/Crooked Fingers
4/12 James Mathus
4/11 The D4/Electric Six/Young Antiques

Echo Lounge (551 Flat Shoals Rd.)
(404) 681-3600
www.echostatic.com/echolounge
4/12 The D4/Electric Six/Young Antiques
4/11 Tishamingo/Tonohoney
4/10 Tishamingo/Tonohoney
4/11 Tishamingo/Tonohoney
4/10 Tishamingo/Tonohoney
4/11 Smoking Section/Brain Sofer

Tabernacle (152 Luckie St.)
(404) 659-9022
www.atlantaconcerts.com/tabernacle.asp
4/13 Spoon/Crooked Fingers
4/12 James Mathus
4/11 Jackson Snod

Cotton Club (152 Luckie St.)
(404) 659-9022
www.atlantaconcerts.com/cottonclub.asp
4/13 Spoon/Crooked Fingers
4/12 James Mathus
4/11 Jackson Snod

One Midtown Kitchen, housed in an old warehouse, serves a variety of dishes. The restaurant has a pleasant atmosphere and friendly staff. By Vivian Vakili

One Midtown Kitchen provides enjoyable atmosphere

By Vivian Vakili
Contributing Writer

Name: One Midtown Kitchen
Address: 559 Ditch Valley Rd.
Atlanta, GA 30309
Phone: (404) 892-4111
Website: www.onemidtownkitchen.com
Cuisine: American
Price: $5-$55
Rating: ★★★ 1/2 out of 5

One Midtown Kitchen is situated in a covert area in Midtown, within five miles of Tech, off More-land Ave. The building itself looks like a warehouse but has a very beautifully decorated interior. The ceiling lighting consists of what can be best described as thin tubes of glass. The restaurant is very dim, and can foster both an intimate and a more social atmosphere. Shortly after being seated, we were presented with two or three different types of bread and a hummus dip. The breads were hard, and of a cracker consistency. The breads looked a bit like a flower arrangement, as they were presented in something resembling a vase. I did not really enjoy the bread or the dip, but I am not a fan of hummus.

One of the most impressive elements of One Midtown Kitchen was the staff. The manager was very personable and welcoming, and our waitress was incredibly professional. The manager was very personable and welcoming, and our waitress was incredibly professional. The manager was very personable and welcoming, and our waitress was incredibly professional. The manager was very personable and welcoming, and our waitress was incredibly professional. The manager was very personable and welcoming, and our waitress was incredibly professional.

The atmosphere was very pleasant, the food was delicious, and the service was prompt and cordial. I would have to say that the atmosphere was very pleasant, the food was delicious, and the service was prompt and cordial.

I ordered Whole Red Snapper for my main course, and my friend ordered Steak with Frites. She thoroughly enjoyed the meal—that she ordered the steak medium, and found it to be very well cooked to her specifications.

Overall, I would have to say that One Midtown Kitchen provides enjoyable atmosphere.